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Foreword

Holographic healing is a system that helps us to identify the unconscious patterns and power constrictions that underlie any issues that we might have in our lives.

You might have a relationship problem, a health problem, trouble in business, trouble becoming successful, personality issues, getting angry or depressed day in and day out. It doesn't really matter what the fundamental issue is.

We have a tool that helps us to access the core events that underlie them. Most of our issues are unconscious, and this lets us go to those core unconscious places in order to discover what may to move this immovable issue that we have in our lives.

Heal Yourself Through Hologram Therapy

Learn About The Healing Power Of Hologram Therapy
Chapter 1:

About The Hologram

Synopsis

The model of holographic healing is based upon a hologram, and on the fact that we ourselves are holograms.
The Basic Info

A hologram is a three-d image that you are able to walk around inside of, that appears entirely real, but is made of relative frequencies of light.

Whenever you take a holographic look at an apple, slice it into a thousand pieces, and radiate a thousand lights through every of those petite pieces, every one will make a whole apple. You can’t split it into pieces.

And there is more data stored on one square inch of a holographic image than you are able to even imagine. Modernistic physics has discovered that it's likely that the human brain, the entire human system, and as a matter of fact the whole of the universe is a hologram. It is made of frequencies and it appears real, but it is not.

Even this physical body which appears so concrete is in reality a field of energy frequencies. If we are a hologram as the physicists aim, we are an infinite field of relative frequency, and inside our system everything is stored, all knowledge, all wiseness, the divine, all history of evolution is stacked away in the hologram that we are.

This is a fresh paradigm, a pitch in our sight of the world from the old Cartesian model to a vision of the human system of rules as frequencies of pulsing power.

Each frequency has sound and light through it, and the state of these relative frequencies influence the state of our body, our emotions, our brain and our life. In India, the masters of the soul state that the soul,
which is who we genuinely are, is the equivalent of 12 suns of our world. That sort of energy and power is the possibility of who we are; however it's something we don't even start to recognize.

Hologram therapy can as well be the procedure of adorning oneself with hologram jewelry for life enhancement. It focuses around wearing plastic holograms purported to resonate with relative frequencies that react positively with the putative energy field of the body. Promoters borrow from constructs in crystal healing, vibrational medicine, energy medicine, and physics. The holograms are printed on stickers, plastic wristbands, and pendants.
Albert Einstein came across the incredible formula $E=mc^2$, by which he demonstrated that matter and energy are exchangeable, and that matter is a pulsating field of energy. The brain and the emotions are energy fields, and they all bear their frequencies.
The Beginnings

Whenever the frequencies are optimal, you have no option but to be fit, positive, successful, happy, and in a life story where everything you execute leads to a greater energy state.

Once our frequencies get to be less than optimal, matters begin going awry. It does not matter whether it's the tangible, mental or emotional, if it's optimal; we bear a great healthy mind and body.

Albert Einstein started the work in terms of relative frequency, but other people have done a little extraordinary work with relative frequency and one of them is a Swiss man of science who distinguished that when he took a few alloy plates and placed sand, inert substance, on top of the alloy plate, and vibrated assorted sound frequencies through the alloy plate, with every sound he vibrated, he would acquire a totally different pattern in the sand, and he may produce all the forms of nature with these sounds, therefore demonstrating that frequency produces form. If we wish to alter our form, we have to alter the frequency.

Individuals with split personalities have been executing this for years. An individual might have one personality which has bronchial asthma and a different personality with diabetes, and they may literally switch from one personality to a different in minutes, and the entire physiology of the body will switch from asthma to diabetes in minutes.

Blood tests demonstrate that they have full diabetes and have to take insulin, and then they switch back and the diabetes is nowhere to be found and they have bronchial asthma. If somebody with split
personalities may switch their entire personality in moments, we ought to ask ourselves why can't we do it likewise.

As if you have cancer, that's merely a relative frequency of energy. In theory we ought to be able to switch our frequency out of the cancer frequency and be done in a few moments with cancer. In theory that is perfectly possible. And that is what we work with in holographic healing.
Chapter 3:  
*Affecting Your Outside World*

**Synopsis**

Individuals will frequently state "I need to work on my marriage but my hubby or wife won't do any treatment to save it. Does it make any difference in me being able to salvage the relationship?"

As luck would have it, in holographic healing it makes no difference to the situation at all as we are holograms.
Relating To Others

Holograms are indivisible, so you are not able to divide them into pieces. Can you divide a husband and a wife, a mom and youngster? Utterly not!

For example, if I'm having an issue with a loved one or an acquaintance and I do a session on myself, if I go to visit that acquaintance they are all of a sudden transformed and not acting in the ways that were disturbing me so much. How come? Because I switched my unconscious patterns round that relationship, and moved the relative frequencies back to their optimal level of operating.

And it likewise shifts the frequencies of the individual I was centered on in that session. It is really energizing. So remember, if you have whatever issue in your life, even if it appears to be the other individuals issue, it is a chance to consider the frequencies that have to be raised to their optimal levels.

And once we accomplish that, the stars in their orbits shift, because everything in this creation is a network of interconnected relationships. We're all awesome pulsing fields of energy.

Each relationship you have, and it does not matter whether it is a friendly relationship, an acquaintance, an familiar relationship, or someone you might never see again, each relationship is an
interchange of energy, and that interchange of energy either leads both individuals to a greater energy state, or that interchange of energy leads you both to an inferior energy state.

So if you go to a grocery clerk, and she grouches and growls, and doesn't grin at you, broadly speaking, both of you move into an inferior energy state.

If you have a true connection in a relationship, then in that conversion of energy, you are able to literally feel that you've moved to a higher energy state as a consequence of this individual being in your life.
Chapter 4:  
*About Holographic Chips*

**Synopsis**

A holographic chip that's tinctured with 100s of articulated frequencies made up of 100s of fundamental energies that, once placed on particular acupuncture points, interact with the body’s own fundamental powers. The chips are said to help the body adapt and balance the innate energy flows without drugs or chemicals. The chips are made so that nothing tangible enters the body.
The Theory Behind The Devices

It is stated that by blending 3,000 years of scientific discipline in a 21st century delivery system, that holographic chips may assist with a better nights rest, lower discomfort and additional energy. These life enhancing products are said to supply an aura of peace and power and assist the body to protect, reconstruct and regenerate.

Medical physicians from assorted parts of the world are utilizing holographic chips in their practice and some state that they are seeing substantial results. Patients taking inflammatory drugs, diabetes medicines, hypertension prescription drugs are substituting their high-dollar pharmaceuticals with the inexpensive holographic chips for pain and what is also called energy chips.

Besides being inexpensive, the ease of utilize is a different factor that MDs are advocating these chips in their medical practice. As patients carry on to report on their success and re-ordering the chips, a few physicians have called the chips the most exciting product to recently come out.

Some doctors report, holographic chips are good for occupational treatment, as a lot of companies try to avoid a recordable event; when prescription drugs or medicines are utilized.

It may be that these work - at least temporarily - since the wearer trusts they work. There's evidence that "a belief in good fortune may affect outcome." Positive thinking may make a difference in cases where somebody has the power to influence an outcome.
However some say that this frequency stuff is immense. These Holographic Chips are implanted with sound wave, vibrations and frequencies that when placed on particular acupuncture areas, 98% of time, individuals report a growth in energy and stamina, deeper, more relaxing sleep, pain relief and additional favorable results.

Naturally, personal results will vary depending on numerous personal and environmental elements like overall state of health, age, diet and so on.

Best results depend upon;

- Drinking enough pure water when wearing the chip to increase cellular communication in the body and so increasing the affect.
- Putting the chips along sensitive acupuncture meridian points, the chips interact with the bio-magnetic field around the physical body.

Chip users are describing expanded focus and concentration along with improved feelings and physical abilities. Doctors are reporting that patients with ADD/attention deficit disorder demonstrate significant improvement while wearing the chips.
Chapter 5:  
Healing With Holographic Memories

Synopsis

The multidimensional travel we take once we engage in psychotherapeutics, body work, or any life altering event typically begins from pain, illness or trauma leading to life designs of the same.

This possibly enriching transformative journey of self comprehending is never finished. Among the many ways into this travel involves a technique called bioenergetics.
Healing The Mind

Holographic memory therapy used with clients is said to access memories and hard life consequences without having to be re-traumatized by the procedure of wading through and solely discussing the events in therapy.

Although this mental process calls for accessing both conscious and unconscious memories, it softly and simply empties frozen memory and pain from the nervous system where it's bound in the body on a cellular plane.

Trauma has been depicted as a spontaneous state of self-suggestion, which encrypts state bound issues. This is helped by the limbic-hypothalamus-pituitary system, and has a fundamental affect on the autonomic, endocrine glands and immune system. At the instant of trauma, all beliefs and thoughts are frozen one millisecond before the worst part of the event.

The brain and body encrypts it as a metaphor in the form of a memory shard of a bigger holographic scene in the individuals life history. Studies of Vietnam War vets have demonstrated that their flashbacks are not the toughest moment but are vividly accessed at the time right before the worst instant.

Individuals with allergies, habitual pain or immunological issues, depression, and anxiety may be helped. Any memory shards may be triggered however we medicate them with overwork, eating, drugs or intoxicants.
In holographic memory therapy, the opening move is to anchor the individual with a feeling of safety. It then needs the originative process of determining the metaphor from an impression in the body where the memory is contained.

As the subconscious carries the whole complexity of the memory and its metaphor, it may supply access to the original scene as well as the required resolution in an effort to naturally mend.

The role of the healer is to work with the cues demonstrated by the individual and supply a supportive bridge to map the crucial memory history while assisting to reframe the trauma and rectify the terrible scene.

The last step is to secure the reframed scene in the energy areas of the body grounding them in color frequencies. This opens up a natural path toward forgiveness while incorporating and learning the spiritual lessons that are presented to us by trauma.
Chapter 6:  
*The Research*

Synopsis

A lot of research studies on magnets and negative Ions over the past ten years have evidenced their affectivity on physical and emotional dysfunctions in our bodies.

Holograms the newest sort of electro-biochemical enhancement has began to come forth with really positive subjective reporting; regrettably there is not much research to back up the claims. But let’s have a look at how this all comes together scientifically.
The Science

Magnets

Magnets go back to 2000 B.C. and to Chinese healers utilizing lodestone. A few scholars think that ancient Egyptian healers utilized forms of magnetic therapies before that.

Magnets bear a north and south pole with counterbalancing charges. Opposite poles will draw in and like poles will force back.

The cells of magnets:

- Permeableness of a cell membrane depends for the most part on the electric charge of the molecule. Alterations in the membranes charge will dictate what ions or particles may cross through the membrane.
- Magnets work by utilizing a proper magnetic field forcing the electrobio-chemical action of the cells to assume a high-power or homeostasis state.

Negative Ions

The world is one big magnet surrounded by a big magnetic field protecting our cells from irradiation and is vital for sound cell regeneration. The electrobio-chemical action of cells is ascertained by the amount of positive and negative ions in this cell.

Physical strain, ultraviolet radiation rays, electronic equipment, mobile phones, electrical wiring and machines we come across in day-
to-day life put up expand the positive ions or free radicals in the body. Negative ions produce

- Weariness
- Deficiency of Concentration
- Muscle & Joint Painfulness
- Impression of Nausea

Negative ions which are more abundant in nature through plants, waterfalls, rain storms and forests will counterbalance the growth of positive ions.

**Holograms**

Holograms are embedded with frequencies that if in contact with your body respond positively with our body’s own innate energy from the know traits above.

They are said to better:
- Balance
- Strength
- Flexibleness
- Endurance

Also said to reduce:
- Stress
- Jet Lag
- Swelling
- Motion Sickness

Due to the parallel and matching indicators some scientists are saying that Holograms fine tune your body’s natural occurring bioelectric field reducing the static in our bodies.
You’ve discovered how the cosmos works in all its dimensionality. Now let’s take a really close look at the idea of quantum holograph therapy.
A Closer Look

Your quantum holograph is a record of whom you are and who you were. It’s your certification, your resume, and your charge sheet. It’s your report card, your great karma savings balance and what you yet owe.

It’s your exams. It’s your blood work, your urine tests, and a record of what you've consumed. It demonstrates the chemical toxins in your body, the mercury and lead, the great and foul bacteria in your gastrointestinal system, the level of vitamins going around in your blood. It demonstrates whether you're open to healing, and if not, what the emotional barricade is.

Your quantum holograph is assembled of what is and what ought to be. The difference comes out as a messy disturbance in your quantum wavelength.

Whether the present pattern is a fit pattern or an unhealthful pattern, that pattern gets sent off to your physical body. And the pattern is duplicated and duplicated and duplicated. Your quantum holograph is like the backdrop music playing as you go through your life story.

If you do have an issue, quantum holograph therapy can reset your quantum holograph. It deletes all the unhealthy data, reinforces your holograph with what ought to be there. All messy disturbance is moved out so that only fit data is placed into your 3-D body. And now you are able to rest easy without having to battle what shouldn't be there.
Data moves into your quantum holograph in a lot of different ways and from a lot of assorted sources. Among the most powerful influences are our emotions. Our emotions are ever-present determiners and can't be brushed aside.

Placebos in place of the true pill are utilized extensively in drug testing to screen the real efficacy of pills with amazingly effective results. Plainly stated, an individual presented a placebo utilizes their emotions to issue a positive alteration in their quantum holograph.

That favorable alteration gets downloaded and they feel better. They've reset their own holographs. This might be a surprise for a man of science locked in 3-D, but its basic knowledge for quantum physicists used to handling multi-dimensions.

We all bear this power to alter our holographs by our emotions. If we're not open to healing, we may barricade an outside intervention. We may turn away accepting healthy change in our holograms and reset it to a former unhealthy condition.

The physical body is designed to heal. In a two-way communication with its holograph, the body attempts desperately to heal. Swallow up a payload of trans fats followed by a super-sized diet pop, and the channel between your body and your holograph is choked off with back-and-forth healing data.

And just when the healing procedure gets underway, you consume an antacid for your belly. Your belly ph which has to be at 1, leaps up to 5.
Now there's no chance to ingest what few nutrients were in the junk you ate and the remnants will attempt to pass out as constipation or looseness of the bowels, or become stored as fat in your body.

Most individuals know what’s good for them; they simply don’t do it.

We get that which we constantly suggest to ourselves: sick or healthy, pleased or hopeless, dumb or bright. We want it easy, but you recognize occasionally it doesn’t come easy. We may take handfuls and handfuls of pills, but if we don’t re-pattern our holographs, we're doomed to duplicate what’s inducing our ills.
Chapter 8:
The Steps Needed For Healing

Synopsis

You may need to do a six-step process to discover what underlies your experiences in terms of the holograph therapy model of your truth. You discover bit by bit precisely what you have to do to alter the reality of your life.
Life Assistance

**Step number 1 is prep for change.**

Most of us are not prepared for change. We protest change; we don't like change and even if we acquire favorable change we can't hold it.

**The 2nd step is factor of motivation**

What prompts you to make these changes.

**The 3rd step is intents.**

If we have favorable intents and don't resonate with them, we can't produce the favorable reality that we wish so we must identify the intents that are required for this certain issue.

Great individuals have great intents. Most of us muddle through our lives with sloppy intents, unconscious intents, damaging intents, intents that we sabotage, or no intents at all.

In holograph therapy, we discover what intents we have to shift ourselves into higher and greater energy states, and when we have discovered the intentions, we likewise have to discover if we resonate with our intents.

**Step number 4 is metamorphosing the unconscious patterns.**

Your conduct changes, your thinking shifts and your way of viewing life shifts.
Step number 5 is the curative modality.

What makes a curative modality work, whether it's polarity therapy, acupuncture, herbs, nutrition, or deep breathing? The basic denominator of every curative modality is that it's an energy packet.

Once you put this power packet into your system, it optimizes frequencies that are less than optimum. The resultant of these curative modalities is occasionally miraculous, and occasionally they don't work at all. How come? We have to distinguish the precise pattern that underlies the issue.

We may switch frequencies that are less than optimum up to their optimum level. Think of a certain negative situation which is annoying you, and watch your body reaction even to the thought of that charged state of affairs. Your neck might be tight, you're breathing shallow and speedy, and you droop down. You go into a depressed energy state.

Even the thought switches the frequencies into a depressed energy state. Duplicate that fifteen, twenty, 3,000 times a day, and ultimately, at a later age, we're sick aren't we, or it's called "old age". Old age is a depleted energy state. That's all it is.

We continue winding down into lower and lower energy levels till we're called lifeless as a diagnosis. In reality, the potential of who we are, what life is really about, is to go into higher and higher energy states or higher states of consciousness into eternity. This is the aim of life. We're not here in this life merely to earn food and attempt to
cure ourselves of depressed energy state illnesses which is what many people's aim seems to be.

**In step number 6, you distinguish the frequencies that have to be altered.**

This is so you are able to move out of the place that's causing the issue in our life, and bring those frequencies back to their optimum level once more.

Finally we can achieve the manifestation of the frequencies in our lives - our 3-D reality.
Wrapping Up

The societal divide on hologram products and treatment is huge. A few athletes and individuals, most notably, pro surfers, swear by the efficaciousness of hologram therapy; on the other side, a lot claim that it's trash science, and at best a placebo. It's necessary to do a little of your own real research and acquire some reasonable knowledge about the capabilities of hologram products.

The 2 greatest things on both sides of the argument:

On the believers' side of the argument, we have to throw away the “balance/muscle testing” that salesmen utilize to get people to purchase this product. Balance testing is the wrong sort of “proof” to use for this type of product. It is little more than a circus trick.

Among the doubters and naysayers of hologram therapy, I've discovered repeated mentions in their assorted arguments that the human biofield is a myth, and has no scientific certification. This is utterly untrue.

As far as therapists for this go, as with anything else I suppose, there is the good and bad. One simply needs to do their research and pay close attention to their own intuition as well.